PETLAND ADOPTS NEXT-GEN SECURITY

SonicWall Hosted Email Security protects O365

Petland, Inc. is a privately held Ohio corporation. For over 50 years, Petland has been the retail pet industry leader in the area of animal care. The company currently has stores in the United States and international markets including Saudi Arabia, South Africa, China, Canada, Mexico, Brazil and El Salvador.

Business need

Petland's goal was to centralize its security management by replacing an outdated Cisco core network with updated firewalls, switches and access points. It also intended to enhance security for corporate users of Office 365 email.

Solution

"Our IT support company, Compass Integration, installed the NSa and TZ Series firewalls in a lab environment before they were installed in a live retail location," says Lisa Johnson, Petland CFO. "Parallel networks were installed to allow the newly converted stores to communicate back to corporate. SonicWall Hosted Email Security (HES) was deployed for Compass Integration before it was deployed for Petland with over 130 accounts."

Results

The SonicWall solution increased security effectiveness within the company's core and retail networks, and reduced concern over users accidentally accessing malicious sites or links. HES has improved the security of the company's O365 deployment.

"The support that we have received from SonicWall throughout all of the deployments has really been exceptional," says Johnson.

Benefits

• Greater overall security effectiveness
• Enhanced O365 security

Solutions at a glance

• SonicWall Hosted Email Security (HES)
• SonicWall NSa Series
• SonicWall TZ Series
• SonicWall SonicWave Series

"SonicWall products deliver a reliable security solution that is fully supported. We can rest at night knowing our network and data are secure."

LISA JOHNSON
CFO
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